
Rekki-Maru Invented by Bearhug 
 

History: 
Rekki-Maru is a Legendary Ninja-To that was given to a female Ninja called Taki. Taki was trained in the Material Arts 

by her father, and had gained the abilities as a Ninja. When her father, a great Ninja and a Demon Slayer, meant she was 

ready for it, he gave her a homemade Ninja-To, Rekki-Maru. The same night Taki was given the sword, a Demon called 

Borel attacked Taki´s father in his own house. Even Taki came her father to help, but it was too late. The demon already 

had mortally injured Taki´s father. Taki´s wrath over her father's dead made her totally outrageous and before she knew 

of it, a Bolt of Glory fore out of her Left hand, striking for Borel. The Demon was slain on the spot and Taki was left 

stunned. When she recovered, Taki took the Blood of the Demon and forged it into her sword. From that day on, Taki 

went in her father's footsteps and became a Demon slayer in her own right. 

The blood, which was forged into the sword, blessed it further with mysterious powers. 

 

Appearance: 
The Rekki-Maru of Taki looks exactly as a standard Ninja-To, no more, none the less. 

 

Requirements: 

In order to use the Rekki-Maru, the user must have proficiency in fighting with either a Ninja-To or a Scimitar. Further, 

the use must have the strength of at least 9 and must no belong to one of the following classes: Mage, Cleric, Druid, 

Bard, Paladin or Ranger. 

 

Powers: 

The bearer of Rekki-Maru will gain the following abilities: 

 

1) The weapon is powered by a strong enchantment, giving it a +3 bonus to attack and damage. The Ninja-To will 

deal 1d10 (+3) in damage to all opponents upon a successful attack. 

2) Three times a day, the bearer can automatically cast Know Alignment 

3) A Circle of Protection From Evil will be cantered on the bearer as long as he/she is carrying Rekki-Maru. 

4) The most powerful of the Ninja-To's forces, is that to bestow its bearer with the ability to unleash a Bolt of Glory. 

The Bolt of Glory can be launched once a day from the bearers left hand (provided the bearer is right-handed. It 

will automatically hit its intended target, and evil aligned creatures has a 75% chance to be slain on the spot when 

hit (a saving throw is allowed in order to survive). 


